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ABSTRACT
Bdward-adaptive linear prediction has been successfully used in
medium rate speech codem with high quality and low delay(1e.w than 2
rn) at 16 kb/s. The prediction gain of a forward-adaptive format predictor cascaded with a backward-adaptive format predictor har been
fint studied. We have found that if the analysis frame length of the
backward predictor is larger than the pitch period, the backward prediction gain can reach that of a non-linear predictor or a cascaded forward
format predictor. Results for several speech segments of male and female speaken, with different analysis window lengths, have been given
and compared. The proposed cascaded adaptive filter configuration,
the first forward-adaptive aynth-izer followed by second backwardadaptive synthesizer, har been incorporated into a 3 kb/s Single-Pulse
Excitation/ Code-Excited Linear Prediction (SPEICELP) coder to improve the speech quality while maintaining almost the same bit-rats.
Experimental results for the proposed SPE/CELP coder with backward
adaptation show that the improvements of the segment SNR for voiced
speech segments of several testing sentences can reach to 1.02-2.06 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION
Backward-adaptive linear prediction has been succesrfully used in
medium rate speech coders with high quality and low delay, such as 32
kb/s ADPCM (G.721) coder and 16 kb/s LD-CELP coders (delay less
than 2 ma) [I], [2]. Backward-adaptive linear prediction is based on
the reconstructed signal rather thau the original speech signal. Since
the reconstructed signal is available to both the coder and decoder,
both can adapt the prediction coefficients and gain factors. No sideinformation need be transmitted. The less the quantization error of the
residual signal of the backward-adaptive predictor, the better the quality of the reconstructed signal. The backward-adaptive predictor has
not been applied in low bit-rate speech coders, since the quantization
noise is too high.
It has been recently shown that a noq-linear predictor, based on
non-linear dynamic system concepts, can obtain an additional prediction gain of 3 dB after a 12-th order forward format predictor [3]. It
means that the 12-th predictor is not able to remove all redundancies
from the speech signal. The non-linear predictor does not require the
transmission of the side-information, while a second forward format
predictor does need a large amount of the side-information to be transmitted to the decoder. However, the non-linear predictor is much more
complicated than a linear predictor.
Since the backward-adaptive predictor possesses, to some degree,
a non-linear predictor nature, a rapidly updated backward-adaptive
predictor c q . play the same role as a non-linear predictor. Therefore,
a backward-adaptive predictor followed by a forward format predictor
is investigated to replace the cascaded non-linear predictor with no
extra.side-information required to be transmitted. We have applied the
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backward adaptive approach in a Singlapulse and Code-Exited Lineu
Prediction speech coding system (SPE/CELP) which h u been recently
p r e n t e d for coding at 3-4 kb/s [4]. The propored cascaded adaptive
configuration, the tint forward adaptive synthesizer followed by second
backward-adaptive synthesizer, has been incorporated into the 3-4 kb/m
SPE/CELP coder to improve the speech quality. We docate a small
overhead to turning off the backward-adaptive synthesizer for framea
in which it har negative impact.
In the following, we will Rnt describe the backward-adaptive prcdictor, the optimized analysis window and then the propored 3 kb/s
SPE/CELP speech coder with the cascaded backward-adaptive synthesizer.

2. CASCADED BACKWARD-ADAPTIVE

PREDICTORS
The block diagram of a Apt forward-adaptive format predictor followed by second backward-adaptive format predictor is shown in Fig. I.
The forward- adaptive format predictor update. its prediction coefficients based on analysis of the input speech. A model for calculating
the predictor coefficients for a transvenal implementation is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The input aignd z(n) is multiplied by a data window w,(n)
to give z.(n). The signal z,(n) is predicted from a set of its previous
samples to form an error signal,
N,

e(n)

= z.(n) -

cbz,(n

- k)

(1)

b=1

The final step is to multiply the error signal by a error window w.(n) to
obtain a windowed error signal e,(n) where e,(n) = w,(n)e(n). The
mean square error is defined by,
00

e' =

ce(n)

(2)

me..

The coefficients c~ are computed by minimizing e l . This lea& to
a linear system of equations which can be written in matrix form,
9c = a

where
$ ( i ,j )

=

wf(n)z,(n

- i)zw(n - j)

(4)
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There are two well-known methods to solve the linear system
of equations : autocorrelation method and covariance method. The
autocorrelation method results if w,(n) = 1 for all n. The data window
wd(n) is typically time-limited ( rectangular, Hamming orothen ). The
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The first forward-adaptive predictor is a conventional 10-th order
linear predictor using Durbin's recursive algorithm. The residual3 of the
e(n) first predictor is then fed t o the second backward-adaptive predictor.
The backward-adaptive predictor with one sample ahead of the data
analysis window could not reach t o an optimum forward prediction
gain, unless the correlation matrix of the backward-adaptive predictor
9 in ( 4 ) is identical t o the correlation matrix of the forward-adaptive
predictor. Since there might be a big pulse in the residuals of the Ant
forward format predictor. The difference between these two correlation
matrixes could be quite large, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the
prediction gain of the backward predictor may fall down sharply. The
larger the pulse component in the residuals, the less the prediction gain.
It is not a serious problem for original speech with backward adaptation
because of the slow variation for the speech characteristics in nature.
For example, the backward prediction gain is 22.0 dB for a male speech
segment with the data analysis window of 20 samples. However, there
are many strong pulses, particularly, for male voiced segments. The
backward prediction gain goes down t o -10.7 dD for the residuala with
the data analysis window of 12 samples.
As to a periodical signal, the correlation matrix is identical to
the one-sample shifted version, if the data analysis window is larger
than the period. Thus, the backward prediction gain can reach to the
optimum forward prediction gain. Several speech segments of male and
female speakers have been tested t o calculate the backward prediction
gains. The forward prediction gains are also counted for comparison.
Both of the backward and forward prediction gains of different data
analysis window length and predictor orders are listed in Table 1 and
Table 2.
The pitch for the tested male voiced segments is 77 samples. The
female's pitch is 36 samples. The backward prediction gain obtains ar
high aa 6.35 dB, if the analysis window is 80 samples and the predictor is with 20th order. This backward prediciion gain approximately
approaches to the forward prediction gain of 8.28 dB for the same residuals and parameters. The backward prediction gain is 5.03 dB for 10th
order backward predictor of80-sample window length. The corresponding forward prediction gain is 5.99 dB. However, the backward prediction gains degrade rapidly, when the window length is shorter than the
pitch period of 77 samples for male speech and 36 sampler for female
one. The corresponding residual w a v e f o m of the fvst 10-th order forward predictor and second 20-th order backward predictor are ahown
in Fig. 4 to Fig. 5 for male speech. For these tests, the backward predictors use covariance algorithm to produce the prediction coeflcients.
With autocorrelation algorithm, as expected, the backward prediction
gains are slightly lower than those listed in the tables.
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Fig. 2 Forniat Predictor
covariance method results if w d ( n )= 1 for all n and the error window
is rectangular, w , ( n ) = 1 for 0 5 n 5 N
1. The data window
w d ( n )of the forward-adaptive prediction coefficients analysis overlaps
the predictor window w,(rr). It means that the error signal samples are
included in the data window. On the contrary, the data window wd(n)
of the backward-adaptive prediction coefficients analysis does precede
the predictor window w , ( n ) , that is, the error signals are iiot iiicluded in
the data analysis window. Therdsre, the backward-adaptive predictor
is not an optimum predictor in a sense of the Minimum Mean Square
Error. There are a number of algorithms in the backward-adaptive
predictor, such as the Least Mean Square (LMS) Method 151. For LMS,
the k-th prediction coefficients at n + 1 instant, ct(n 1)

-

+

where
c k ( n )-k-th prediction coefficients a t n instant
e,(n)
quantized error signal
y(n - k ) -- reconstructed signal at ( n k ) instant
a(n)a normalized gradient coefficient which controls the rate
of adaptation and stability.
For stationary signals in the steady state, the Mean Square Error
may close to the minimum by using a small value of a or a function
a ( n ) which decreases with time n. The backward adaptation algorithm
used in our study is'different from (5). The prediction coefficients are
derived by autocorrelation and covariance algorithnl with one sample
lag of the predictor window from the data analysis window, as shown
in Fig. 3. The prediction coefficients are updated sample-by-sample,
that is, the backward-adaptive format predictor has a set of new prediction coefficients each time. This backward adaptation algorithm
may employ diRerent lengths for the d a t a analysis and predictor window.. In the LM$ algorithm (5) the window lengths of them are not
independent. Since the reconstructed signal is available to both the
coder and decoder, no explicit transmission of prediction coefficients.
is needed. Therefore, the proposed capcaded backward-adaptive predictor does not require additional sideinfomation to be transmitted
while additional prediction gain obtained.
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Fig. 3 Windows for Backward-adaptive
Predictors
3. OPTIMIZED ANALYSIS WINDOW OF THE
BACKWARD PREDICTORS
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4. A SPEICELP CODER WITH BACKWARD

ADAPTATIQN
\

The block diagram of the SPE/CELP coder with backward a d a p
tation is given in Fig. 6. The reconstructed speech is synthesized

T a b l e 1 Prediction Gain of the Second Predictor for Male
Speech. Each row shows the prediction gain for a
voiced frame.

The proposed SPEJCELP speech coder with the B n t backward.
adaptive synthesizer followed by the forward-adaptive synthesizer h a
hecu tested by several male and female sentences. The segmental signal.
to-noise ratio SNR,.,,bl hao been compared with SNR.,, of the original SPE/CELP coder without backward-adaptive synthesizer. The
backward-adaptive format synthesizer has 20 orders with a u t ~ c o m e \ ~
tion algorithm. The SNR,., and SNR,.,,,I are given in the Table 3. We
have found that the improvements for the cascaded backward-adaptive
synthesizer can reach to 1.02 - 2.60 dD for some voiced frames, such a
27-29 frames. However, for some voiced frames negative gainr occur,
as in 36-37, 41 frames. Since the single-pulse excitation model coarssly
approximate the residuals of the caacaded format predictom, that is,
the quantization noiw is too high, it can not guarantee a positive gain
in general. We have tried to turn off the backward-sdaptive synthesizer, whenever the SNROe9,b1is lower than the SNR,., by a decidon
block, which monitors the SNR,., at the coder. Therefore, a deciaion
bit per frame is required to send to the decoder. However, the additional bit-rate is only 50 bitsJs. The proposed 3 kb/s SPE/CELP coder
with cascaded format synthesizer operates at almost the same bit-rate.
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Prediction Gain of Second Predictor for Female
Speech. Each row shows the prediction gain for a
voiced frame.
by exciting a backward-adaptive format synthesizer cascaded with a
forward-adaptive format synthesizer. Speech signal is subdivided into
four subframes within the total coding frame of 200 samples. The excitation signal for the voiced subframes is modeled as a sequence of pulse,
one pulse per pitch period. The location and amplitude of each pulse
is determined t o minimize a perceptually weighted error between the
input and reconstructed speech using a dynamic programming strategy. as described in [4]. A Gaussian noise-like coded excitatiou is used
for unvoiced subfrunes, as in a CELP coder. A fast pitch-detection
algorithm is used.to classify subframes into voiced or unvoiced ones.
The speech .$gnal is center-clipped to give a ternary output, +1, 0, -1.
The autocorrelation function based on these ternary signal is used to
determine the pitch period by peaks.
The forward-adaptive format parameten. Line Spectral Frequencies (LSF's) are analyzed and vector-quantized by ?4 bits/fra~ne. To
keep the complexity within reasonable constraints, separate V Q codebooks with 12 bits each for the f i n t 4 and the last 6 Line Spectral
Frequencies are used. The spectral distortion of the LSF's quantization is less than 1 dB. Scalar quantization would require more than
30 bits with the same spectral distortion of VQ. For a pure unvoiced
frame (all subframes are unvoiced), the excitation is obtained from
an &bit codebook which is populated with zerc-mean, unit-variance
uncorrelated random Gaussian noise. 32 bits specify the codebook indices. The gain factor in each subframe is scalar-quantized with 4 bits.
In a purely voiced frame, 34 bits encode all possible pulse locations.
It assumes t h a t the minimum pitch period is 2.5 ms or 20 samples.
10 bits specify the amplitude of the last pulse. The pulse amplitudes
are linearly interpolated from the last pulse amplitudes between two
consecutive frames. Therefore, only one pulse amplitude per frame is
explicitly transmitted. For a transition frame from voiced to unvoiced
or vice versa, assuming only one transition in a frame, 12 bits per subframe first are allocated t o the unvoiced subframes. Then, the rest bits
are used to the voiced subframes with appropriate interpolation. Total
bits Per frame of 200 samples at 3 kb/s are 75 bits.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Since a forward-sdaptive format predictor with raamnable sideinformation to be transmitted cannot remove the all redundancy of
the speech signal, a second caocaded backward-adaptive predictor csn
obtain addition prediction gain with no extra side-information IU a
non-linear predictor. We have analyzed and shown that the analysis
window of the backward-adaptive format predictor must be larger than
the pitch period of the speech signal. The backward-adaptive format
predictor used in this paper is updated based on samplcby-sample. The
performance of the proposed backward-adaptive predictor is close to a
non-linear predictor [3]. The proposed configuration can be applied to a
low bit-rate speech coder to improve its quality. We have ~ncorporated
the backward- adaptive format synthesizer into a 3 kb/s SPE/CELP
speech coder. It has shown that it tau gain SNR,.,,rl improvements
of 1.02 to ?.60 dB for some voiced frames.
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